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1.  Overview 

This module is mainly for the display of dispersion data that can be either a curve (*.DC) extracted from 
a dispersion image or the dispersion image [*(*OT).DAT] processed from seismic records.  To open such 
a file, go to "Display" → "Dispersion Data [*.dc, *(*OT).dat]" in the main menu as illustrated below. 
 

 
 
Display of dispersion images is extremely important for the accurate extraction of dispersion curves (the 
2nd step of the two-step dispersion analysis) from dispersion images previously generated from seismic 
records (1st step of the analysis).  It will help understand the overall variation pattern of dispersion over 
the entire survey area, and therefore will help to make an accurate interpretation of the fundamental 
mode during the curve extraction. 
 
In addition to displaying, this module can perform editing of dispersion data such as deleting (or adding) 
data points in the curve, saving selected dispersion image records as a separate file (*.DAT), and com-
bining the current dispersion image record with an external (e.g., passive) dispersion image record.  This 
module can also perform several data processing tasks.  For example, a selected dispersion curve can be 
inverted to generate the 1-D shear-wave velocity (Vs) profile.  Or, an imported external curve can be 
added to (or subtracted from) the curve selected in the display module.  The overall average phase 
velocity of the curve can also be calculated and displayed. 
    
Three (3) types of special processing tasks are included when a dispersion image file is open: "OT-Filt", 
"OT-Stk", and "F-Sum." 
 
OT-Filt Applies smoothing of dispersion image by filtering amplitudes along the frequency axis.  This 

can be useful when the overall image pattern is so complicated that no meaningful 
interpretation can be made (below left).  By applying this filtering, a few consistent patterns 
may become obvious as illustrated below (right) where, at least, the lowest phase velocity 
pattern (at ~200 m/sec) is noticeable that can be interpreted as (~90% of) the velocity (Vs) 
for the shallowest depths. 
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OT-Stk Applies stacking of ambient (i.e., previous and next) dispersion image records on top of the 
current image.  This can help interpretation of a complicated dispersion pattern.  The image 
shown below left becomes more obvious in its pattern when stacked with the previous and 
next dispersion images (below right). 

 

   
 

F-Sum Displays the energy summation of the currently displayed dispersion image along the fre-
quency axis.  The image shown below is used as an example.  It is the stack of all dispersion 
images processed from the sample data set, "DippingBedrock.DAT" [see PS User Guide 
"Generating 2-D Cross Section (Working with Sample Data)" for more information about the 
data], and several distinctive patterns are annotated on the image with interpretations 
related to the following explanations.   This model data set was produced by using a 2-D 
velocity (Vs) model of a dipping bedrock surface with bedrock velocities of Vs = 1000 m/sec 
and Vp = 1985 m/sec and the overburden Vs = 200 m/sec.  When the frequency summation 
is applied to the dispersion image by clicking this "F-Sum" button, the curve of the summed 
energy is displayed as shown below where the first peak occurs at 190 m/sec, the second 
peak at 840 m/sec, and the last peak at 1940 m/sec.  These values are close to Vs of 
overburden, Vs of bedrock, and Vp of bedrock, respectively.  The study (Park, 2015) 
indicates these energy peaks represent the sum of wavefields from direct arrival of shear 
waves, S-waves, and P-wave refractions from bedrock surface, respectively.  The study by 
Pugin et al. (2010) also indicates both S- and P-waves are generated at the source point 
even if a vertical-impact seismic source is used, and they are also generated through mode 
conversion when refraction and reflection occur.  Park (2015) indicates that Vs evaluation of 

overburden and bedrock through this method ("F-Sum") provides about 80%─100% of true 

values, whereas Vp evaluation of bedrock provides about 90%─100% of true value.  Future 
publications will provide detailed theoretical descriptions about this method and provide 
guides on data acquisition and processing to fully utilize this approach. 

 

Generating%202-D%20Cross%20Section%20(Working%20with%20Sample%20Data).pdf
Park2015.pdf
Park2015.pdf
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2.  Dispersion Curve (*.DC) 
 
To display dispersion curve(s), go to "Display" → "Dispersion Data" → "Dispersion Curve (*.DC)" in the 
main menu.  Multiple files can be selected at the same time as illustrated below. 
 

 

 
The top tool panels consists of four (4) tabs: "Files", "Curves", "Scale", and "Process".  Each tab is 
explained below. 

2.1 Files 

 
 
Open Opens a dispersion curve (*.DC) file in the current tab.  Right click to open dispersion 

image [*(*OT).DAT] file. 

New Opens a dispersion curve (*.DC) file in a new tab.  Right click to open dispersion image 
[*(*OT).DAT] file. 

Save ( ) Saves current chart image as a graphic file (*.BMP, *.JPG). 

Save ( ) Saves a selected curve as a separate file (*.DC). 

Print Prints current chart image and processing history of the file (if exists and chosen). 

Export Saves current display settings as a separate data base file (*.DB_). 

Import Imports a previously saved data base file (*.DB_) of all chart display settings. 

Help Displays current help file for "Dispersion-Data Display." 
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2.2 Curves 

 
 
Legend Shows/hides legend of curves linked to the chart. 

S/N Shows/hides signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) curves of the existing dispersion curves.  If a 
curve has been selected, then its overall signal-to-noise (SN) (%) is displayed in a 
separate pie-chart in the upper-right corner as illustrated below.  A curve can be 
selected (or deselected) by clicking either the curve itself or its title in the legend.  
Multiple selections can be made by "shift" clicking. 

 

Clear Shows/hides selected curves.  Right-click to permanently remove them from the chart. 

Select Selects/deselects all curves in the chart at once. 

View Views contents of the curve file (*.DC). 

Edit If depressed, editing of a selected curve is enabled.  To delete a data point, click that 
point.  To delete a group of data points, draw a rectangle to select them.  To move a 
data point, click and drag it.  To add a data point, click anyplace outside the existing 
points.  Click the "Undo" button to abort previous edit action(s). 

Undo Aborts previous edit action(s). 

Lamda Data points are displayed in wavelength () versus phase velocity (Cf) by converting the 

frequency (f) axis into the wavelength (m) axis.  Each point's wavelength () is calculated 

as  = Cf/f. 

X-coord Shows the corresponding surface coordinate of the selected curve. 
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2.3 Scale 

 
 
Controls Displays the following dialog that contains all chart-related controls.  For full description 

of these controls, see PS User Guide "Chart Controls" that can be displayed by clicking 
the help ( ) button in the upper-right corner. 

 

Full Makes the display in the full size of the input data, both vertically and horizontally. 

Y* Increases (right click = decreases) the vertical (Y) scale of the chart. 

X* Increases (right click = decreases) the horizontal (X) scale of the chart. 

Zoom Zooms in by drawing a rectangular zone on the chart. 

Grids Shows/hides dotted grid lines in both vertical and horizontal directions. 

Set Makes current chart settings the default settings. 

Get* Restores saved default settings for a chart.  Right-click to restore the last settings 
previously used. 

  

Chart%20Controls.pdf
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2.4 Process 

 
 
INVR* Performs the inversion process to generate the 1-D shear-wave velocity (Vs) profile from 

the selected dispersion curve in the chart.  On first clicking the button, the inversion 
control dialog (below left) will appear and then an automatic inversion will proceed to 
generate the final output displayed below right.  For full description of the inversion, see 
PS User Guide "Inversion" or click the "Help ( )" button on the dialog. 

   

Add-Sub Can add (+) [or subtract (-)] another dispersion curve (*.DC) to (or from) the current 
dispersion curve selected in the chart.  The following dialog will appear where the 
operation type can be selected and the other file (*.DC) can be imported. 

 

Vave Displays average phase velocity of the selected dispersion curve as illustrated below. 

 

Inversion%20(1-D%20Profile).pdf
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3.  Dispersion Image [*(*OT).DAT] 
 

To display a dispersion image file [*(*OT).DAT], go to "Display" → "Dispersion Data" → "Dispersion 
Image" in the main menu as illustrated below. 
 

 

 
 

When the input file has multiple records of dispersion images that have different surface coordinates (of 
station numbers and distances), then there will be a separate "Surface Location" chart displayed at the 
top as shown below.  The surface location of the current dispersion image record is indicated by the 
asterisk mark (*) in this chart and the numerical number of this record is displayed in the caption of the 
form on top [e.g., "Surface Location = 17.2 (m)"].  Coordinates of this chart can be toggled between 
distance and station number by double clicking on the chart.  To make this chart disappear, Ctrl-Shift 
click on the dispersion image chart. 
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3.1 Multi-OT 

 
 
First Displays the first dispersion-image (OT) record in the file. 

Previous Displays the previous dispersion-image (OT) record in the file. 

Next Displays the next dispersion-image (OT) record in the file. 

Last Displays the last dispersion-image (OT) record in the file. 

Jump Displays the dispersion-image (OT) record selected in the following dialog. 

 

Stack All the (dispersion image) records in the input file [*(*OT).DAT] can be stacked to 
generate a stacked image that can be saved as a separate file [*(VStack).DAT], as 
illustrated below.  In this case, surface coordinates of all records will be averaged to be 
encoded in the output stacked image file.  The following dispersion image illustrates a 
stacked image displayed in a separate tab ("Display 2").  The stacked image can depict 
the overall subsurface velocity (Vs) variation in the surveyed area from the patterns of 
low and high frequency dispersion. 
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Add List Adds record number for the current dispersion image in the view list.  The view list can 
be cleared by clicking "Clear" button on right.  A record number can be manually added 
to the list by clicking the add button ( ), or removed from the list by clicking the delete 
button ( ). 

View List Displays dispersion images in the order those record numbers are listed in the "View 
List." 
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3.2 OT 

 
 

Gain* Applies automatic gain control (AGC) to the dispersion image in both vertical and 
horizontal directions.  Detailed patterns of weak energy can be delineated more vividly 
as illustrated below (left) when gain is applied to the stacked dispersion image 
previously shown.  Right click the button to display the control dialog shown below 
(right) where the AGC window can be adjusted for both directions. 

  

Refresh Refreshes the graphical display so that the most recent updates of display parameters 
can be accordingly accommodated if not previously done. 

Norm Applies the normalized display along the phase-velocity (vertical) axis so that variation 
along the frequency (horizontal) axis can be more emphasized as shown below. 

 

History Displays the complete processing history that generated the current dispersion image 
file, as illustrated below. 
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Cut Displays the following control dialog that allows you to "cut" part (or all) of dispersion-
image records in the input file to be saved as another file (*.DAT).  Many options are 
available for the "cut", which are explained in the PS User Guide "Seismic-Data Display" 
(section 3.2). 

 

Header Views all the header elements of the current dispersion-image record as illustrated 
below. 

 

Seismic-Data%20Display.pdf
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Info Displays an information box (shown below) showing key information about the input  
file, such as frequency and phase velocity ranges and intervals, surface locations, etc. 

 

Air* Displays the possible pattern of constant velocity air waves as it appears on the 
dispersion image.  The image below left shows a constant velocity pattern with velocity 
lower than 500 m/sec at frequencies higher than 20 Hz, which coincides with the air-
wave pattern displayed by white dots on right.  Right click the button to show the 
control dialog (shown below) where velocity, distance unit, and temperature can be 
specified for the air-wave pattern. 

   

 

Combine* Combines the current dispersion image with another image to be imported as illustrated 
below ("Open" dialog).  Once the external image file is imported, the following control 
dialog with four (4) tabs will appear where all the combining-related parameters can be 
properly set.  This dialog can also be display by right clicking the button.  Each tab of this 
control dialog is explained below. 
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Records 

 Current record and imported record numbers are indicated in the boxes.  Relative 
amplitude ratio can be specified in the "Exp" boxes that indicate the power to be 
applied to each amplitude.  If the "Combine imported record to all other records also" 
box is checked, then the same imported record will be combined to all the records in the 
input file.  Combined record(s) can be saved as a separate file (*.DAT) by clicking the 
"Save Combined OT As" button.  Otherwise, the combining will take place only within 
the display window.  The imported record can be replaced by a different record by 
clicking "Import Other (OT) File" button, and output can be appended to an existing file 
(*.DAT) by checking the "Append output" box. 
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Combine Options 

 Both records can be combined "as they are" without any additional operations applied, 
or they can be combined "after normalization" applied.  The normalization type can be 
selected between "Global" and "Frequency" specified in the "Normalization" radio box.  
The "Global" option will scale both records so that the maximum amplitudes are the 
same, whereas the "Frequency" option will make the maximum amplitudes of each 
frequency sample have the same value (e.g., "100").  An additional option is provided in 
the "Norm. Amplitudes" box where the normalization amplitudes of both imported and 
current records can be specified (for either "Global" or "Frequency" normalization).  The 
"Mid-Station #" box indicates the surface coordinate (the station number) of the 
combined record, which by default is that of the current record. 

Attributes 

 This is a "read-only" tab where information about current and imported records is 
displayed; for example, ranges and increments (Min., Max., and Inc.) in frequency, 
phase velocity, record numbers, and mid station. 

Coordinates 

 Check the "Combine OT's of same Mid-Station #'s" box to combine only those records 
in the current and imported files that have the same surface coordinates (station 
number).  In this case, the tolerance between the two numbers can be specified in the 
"Tolerance of station #'s" box where, for example, a tolerance of "10" indicates that the 
program will combine those two records that have the minimum difference in mid-
station numbers within this range ("10").  Checking the "Update surface coordinates in 
combined OT" box will put the averaged surface coordinate in the combined record.  
Otherwise, the surface coordinate of the current record will be used for the combined 
record. 

X-coord Displays the surface coordinates of all dispersion-image records as illustrated below. 
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3.3 Process 

 
 

F-Sum* Displays the energy summation of the currently displayed dispersion image along the 
frequency axis.  The image below is used as an example.  On first clicking the button, a 
control dialog (on right) will appear (which can also be invoked by right-clicking the 
button) that has controls for the summation.  The summation range in frequency (HZ) 
can be specified in the "Start" and "End" boxes; the phase velocity range can be 
similarly specified.  Zero ("0") values indicate default values in the input record.  The 
"Min. amplitude to sum (0.0-1.0)" indicates the lowest amplitudes to be included in the 
summation.  Check the "Display output in a separate chart" box to display the summed 
curve in a separate chart as illustrated below.  Check the "Save output data (curve) as a 
file (*.dc)" box to save the summed curve as a file (*.DC) with the same format as an 
ordinary dispersion-curve file (so that it can be displayed using the same module).  
Output file name can be specified by clicking the "Save Output As (*.dc)" button. 

  

 To display the phase velocity of a specific peak, select the curve (by clicking the curve 
itself or its title in the legend), depress the "Edit" button, and then depress the "Shift" 
key while drawing a rectangle around the peak as illustrated below. 
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OT-Stk* On first clicking the button, the following control dialog will appear (which can also be 
invoked by right clicking the button) where the number of stacking records on each side 
("Previous" and "Next") can be specified.  Then, the stacked dispersion image will be 
displayed.  As long as this button is actively depressed, the displayed image will always 
be the stacked image of previous and next records (as well as current record) whenever 
navigating through different records. 

 

OT-Filt* On first clicking the button, the following control dialog will appear (which can also be 
invoked by right clicking the button) where the number of stacking samples on each side 
("Previous" and "Next") of the current sample in the frequency axis can be specified.  
Then, the "smoothed" dispersion image will be displayed.  As long as this button is 
actively depressed, the displayed image will always be the smoothed image (with 
averaged amplitude) of previous and next samples (as well as current sample) whenever 
navigating through different records. 
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4.  Dispersion Analysis 

 
 

This tab is visible only when a dispersion image is displayed for the purpose of "dispersion-curve 
extraction."  Detailed explanations about the function of each button and the way they are 
implemented are described in the PS User Guide "Dispersion Curve Extraction (1-D Profile)." 
 

  

Dispersion%20Curve%20Extraction%20(1-D%20Profile).pdf
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